Ghost of the Gravel Fondo & Race
June 14, 2015 - Water Valley, Alberta

Wanted!
ADVENTUROUS RIDERS SEEKING A SCENIC AND UNIQUE TOUR THROUGH THE ALBERTA FOOTHILLS

PRESENTS…
ALBERTA’S FIRST AND FINEST GRAVEL EVENT
144KM OF SCENIC AND ROLLING TERRAIN
55KM OF CONTINUOUS GRAVEL
5400 FEET CLIMBING
SUPPORTED EVENT WITH FEED STATIONS – OPEN TO NON-LICENSED RIDERS – RACE WILL BE INCLUDED IN AB CUP ROAD POINTS

WHEN: 9:00AM - JUNE 14, 2015
WHERE: START & FINISH AT WEEDON PIONEER HALL (8KM NORTH OF COCHRANE ON HWY 22)
WHAT: ROUTE MAP & GPX FILES HERE: HTTPS://WWW.STRAVA.COM/ROUTES/2324491
WHO: EVERYONE. $65 RACE ENTRY $65 GRAVEL FONDO (+$10 FOR NON-LICENSED MEMBERS)
REGISTRATION: ZONE4.CA https://zone4.ca/reg.asp?id=9395
The Ghost of the Gravel offers adventurous riders a tour of the Alberta Foothills, with nothing more required than two bottles
and your trusty steed of choice (road or cross recommended). We break the trail, and rustle up some grub for y’all along the
way… Get along at any pace you like and enjoy the mile-high views with the wild horses, while some cowboys will gallop
off to race the setting sun…

Sunday June 14, 2015
Weedon Pioneer Hall
Cochrane, AB

Deadgoat Racing is pleased to present the inaugural

Ghost of the Gravel Fondo & Race 2015
Presented by:

The Event
Ghost of the Gravel is a new kind of Alberta Road Ride & Race – the kind that takes you to new places on some of the best roads our great province has to
offer.
Not a “Gravel Grinder” and not a “Road Race”, it combines the best of both worlds for a unique challenge.
To make this challenge accessible to all, we are offering a Fondo category for those who prefer a different pace of experience, or don’t have a racing licence.
The Venue
Weedon Pioneer Hall is located at 42299 Weedon Trail Cochrane, AB, T4C.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION;
Parking will be at the Big Hill Springs Shell gas station, East of Hwy 22.
Race start/finish, registration and BBQ areas are located at Weedon Pioneer Hall.
Registration
Enter online at www.zone4.ca
Online registration at www.zone4.ca will close at 10:00pm on Friday June 12th.
Sign-on
Racer sign-on will occur from 7:30am to 8:30am on event day at Weedon Hall.

Licensing
All Race categories require an UCI or provincial road licence. Riders enter into their licenced category.
The Fondo is open to all riders, regardless of category of licence.
Note: All Fondo participants who do not carry a racing licence must purchase a $10 Single Event License.
Number Placement
*no frame plate required

The Course
Alberta’s finest in rolling foothills gravel & pavement. See the course here: https://www.strava.com/routes/2324491
All told, you will find a journey of 144Km and 68Km of gravel over 4 major sections. 5400 feet of climbing makes for some spectacular views!

Our two wheeled celebration of Alberta’s Foothills begins with the peloton rolling out from Weedon Hall when the clock chimes 9am. The gentlemanly warm
up pace takes us north up the familiar Horse Creek Road, continuing beyond most weekend loops as we transition from prairie to the forests of the foothills and
approach historic Water Valley, with our first taste of gravel on the scenic TWP 290A climb through a scenic wetland valley (6km gravel).
Just a few additional kilometres north lies the town of Water Valley (kilometre 35). There is no feed zone here, but riders may refresh with coffee, water or
other snacks in the Water Valley Café, general store, or saloon. Heading westbound from Water Valley gives us the first glimpses of the foothills as we descend
Hwy 579 pavement to the Little Red Deer River, and the beginning of the longest gravel section (55km gravel @ kilometre 40).
Those who are hot to trot will dispense with the pleasantries here, as the course becomes a mix of meandering hills and the road varies from primarily packed
clay gravel to few sections of looser aggregate. Enjoy the scenery with your group, remembering to refuel and rehydrate on the packed portions with “both
hands on the reins”. Contest your friends on the climb if you know your tank is full, but don’t contest the wild horses whom have the true Strava record on the
hill.
Your climbing is rewarded at the top of the Harold Creek Road/#579 climb with a 5200’ vantage point and the first feed station (kilometre 70). Fuel up on
snacks and a dose of caution for the descent to the Forestry Trunk Road. This half hour section is scenic, incredibly fun, and should be approached with care
around blind corners – it has also been used as a timed section in Western Canada’s Rally West circuit.
The Forestry Trunk Road 40 greets you at Kilometre 77 with another significant climb to start your southbound return. Be cautious of weekend traffic, but
enjoy the rewards of your climbing with this net downhill section through the Ghost River Valley. Please keep your descending speeds in check and space
yourselves according to speed and commensurate with your riding skill – there are still plenty of hills ahead which provide ample opportunity to contest your
friends.
The gravel ends and Feed #2 occurs at Kilometre ~94. Take in extra calories and prepare for the return to pavement (and hopefully a west tailwind). The net
downhill here is ideal for working with your riding partners to expedite the arrival at the Beaupre Hall left turn (4km gravel @ kilometre 120). Trace the initial
kilometres of the Wildcat Roubaix Gravel Race up and over Wildcat Hill, challenging for the KOM times set in April if your legs are still willing!
One last gravel sections awaits between Grand Valley and Horse Creek Roads– the eastbound TWP 272 (3km gravel @ kilometre 135). Then retrace your start
up Horse Creek to the final finish at the final Weedon Hall.
It is here that the rider feels a deep satisfaction of exploring a little more of their beautiful province, and enjoys the forethought of the organizer to have the BBQ
fired up and running!
The Bike…
Choose your steed carefully, as there are horses for courses…
 Bike: Road or Cyclocross bikes are suitable. Cyclocross & gravel bikes tend to have longer stable wheelbases. Road bikes are quick on the road
sections.
 Tire choice: 27mm or wider is recommended.
o Slick road tires will have no issues and will roll smoother on the pavement transitions.
o A fast-rolling cyclocross tire is also suitable, especially for those new to gravel and looking for an extra margin of confidence.
Feed Stations
 There will be two neutral feed stations at km 70 (summit of Harold Creek Road) and Km 94 (end of the gravel section)
 Each feed zone will fill two bottles and provide one bar, one banana, and candy for each rider.
 Feed zone 2 will have coke to spurn y’all over the wildcat hill.
 Self-supply is available at the Water Valley General Store, Café, or Saloon (35km into the ride)
Race Support
 All riders will be self-sufficient. There is no wheel vehicles for the race – bring two tubes or a patch kit, to ensure you can run what ‘cha brung all the way
until the finish.
 There is no cell coverage on portions of the course.
 The Deadgoat sag wagon will sweep the course at end of day for catastrophic mechanicals and injuries.
 If you are injured, make yourself known to a race vehicle – they will use race radio to coordinate the on-site paramedic support.
 Think of others – if you see someone who needs help, help them. Tell us, and we guarantee your result will be adjusted to reflect your good deeds.
Points and Prizes
 ABA Race Categories will be eligible for road series and category upgrade points.
 Bow Cycle has generously donated merchandise prizes to all categories.
 Kluane Partners has generously donated cash prizes for category winners
 Draw prizes will be available for all Fondo participants and Racers.
 Prizes for category winners.
Post-race BBQ
 Hang out post-race at the Weedon Hall for a BBQ, stories, and comradery with your fellow cyclists.
Contact & Questions
Shawn Bunnin
403-669-8272
sbunnin@atb.com

